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34.07.01 – Rules Governing Notarial Acts Performed
For Remotely Located Individuals
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000. LEGAL AUTHORITY.
In accordance with Sections 51-127 and 51-114A, Idaho Code, the Secretary of State has authority to promulgate administrative rules in order for notaries public to perform notarial acts for remotely located individuals by use of communication technology not inconsistent with the Revised Uniform Law on Notarial Acts (2018) enacted as Title 51, Chapter 1, Idaho Code. (3-20-20)

001. TITLE AND SCOPE.

01. Title. These rules are titled IDAPA 34.07.01, “Rules Governing Notarial Acts Performed for Remotely Located Individuals.” (3-20-20)

02. Scope. These rules will govern the performance of notarial acts for remotely located individuals by use of communication technology under Title 51, Chapter 1, Idaho Code. Only notaries public who have been authorized to perform notarial acts with respect to electronic records and by the Secretary of State under this chapter for remotely located individuals are governed by this chapter. Additional specifications for the use of tamper-evident technologies are required for notarial acts performed with respect to electronic records as described in Title 51, Chapter 1, Idaho Code. (3-20-20)

002. -- 009. (RESERVED)

010. DEFINITIONS.
For all terms used here but not otherwise defined, the meaning will be the same as in Sections 51-102 and 51-114A, Idaho Code.

01. Knowledge-Based Authentication. An identity assessment used by a notary public to identify an individual that is based on a set of questions formulated from public or private data sources that does not contain a question for which the individual provided a prior answer to the person doing the assessment. (3-20-20)

011. REQUIRED NOTIFICATION TO SECRETARY OF STATE.

01. Qualification Requirements. An individual qualifies to perform notarial acts for remotely located individuals by:

a. Being duly commissioned as a notary public under Section 51-121, Idaho Code; (3-20-20)

b. Being authorized by the Secretary of State to perform electronic notarizations; and (3-20-20)

c. Providing notice by application to the Secretary of State that the notary public will be performing notarial acts facilitated by communication technology that meets the requirements of this chapter. (3-20-20)

02. Notification Form. The notification required under this section must be on a form as prescribed by the Secretary of State. (3-20-20)

03. Submission of Notification. The notification must be submitted to the Secretary of State in writing or as otherwise provided by information posted on the Secretary of State’s website. (3-20-20)

04. Renewal of Commission. The renewal of the commission of a notary public who has previously qualified to perform notarial acts for remotely located individuals under this section constitutes renewal of the notary public's qualification without the necessity of submission of another notification under this section. (3-20-20)

05. Updated Technology. This section does not prohibit a notary public from receiving, installing, or using a hardware or software update to the technologies that the notary public identified under Subsection 011.02 of this chapter if the hardware or software update does not result in technologies that are materially different from the technologies that the notary public identified. (3-20-20)

012. USE OF ELECTRONIC RECORDS.

01. Tamper-Evident Technology Required. A notary shall select one or more tamper-evident technologies to perform notarial acts with respect to electronic records. A person may not require a notary public to use a technology that the notary public has not selected. (3-20-20)
02. Digital Certificate. Tamper-evident technology shall consist of a digital certificate complying with the X.509 standard adopted by the International Telecommunication Union or a similar industry-standard technology. A notary public shall attach or logically associate the notary public's electronic signature and official stamp to an electronic record that is the subject of a notarial act by use of a digital certificate. A notary public may not perform a notarial act with respect to an electronic record if the digital certificate:

a. Has expired; (3-20-20)
b. Has been revoked or terminated by the issuing or registering authority; (3-20-20)
c. Is invalid; or (3-20-20)
d. Is incapable of authentication. (3-20-20)

013. IDENTITY PROOFING.
If a notary public does not have satisfactory evidence of the identity of a remotely located individual under Section 014 of this chapter, the notary public must reasonably verify the individual's identity through two (2) different types of identity proofing consisting of a multi-factor authentication procedure as provided in this section. The procedure shall analyze the individual's identity credential against trusted third-person data sources, bind the individual's identity to the individual following successful knowledge-based authentication, and permit the notary public visually to compare the identity credential and the individual. The analysis of the identity credential and the knowledge-based authentication shall conform to the following requirements:

01. Credential Analysis. The analysis of an identity credential must use public or private data sources to confirm the validity of the identity credential presented by a remotely located individual and, at a minimum:

a. Use automated software processes to aid the notary public in verifying the identity of each remotely located individual; (3-20-20)
b. Require that the identity credential passes an authenticity test, consistent with sound commercial practices that use appropriate technologies to confirm the integrity of visual, physical, or cryptographic security features and to confirm that the identity credential is not fraudulent or inappropriately modified; (3-20-20)
c. Use information held or published by the issuing source or an authoritative source, as available and consistent with sound commercial practices, to confirm the validity of personal details and identity credential details; and (3-20-20)
d. Enable the notary public visually to compare for consistency the information and photograph on the identity credential and the remotely located individual as viewed by the notary public in real time through communication technology. (3-20-20)

02. Knowledge-Based Authentication. A knowledge-based authentication is successful if it meets the following requirements:

a. The remotely located individual must answer a quiz consisting of a minimum of five questions related to the individual's personal history or identity formulated from public or private data sources; (3-20-20)
b. Each question must have a minimum of five (5) possible answer choices; (3-20-20)
c. At least eighty percent (80%) of the questions must be answered correctly; (3-20-20)
d. All questions must be answered within two (2) minutes; (3-20-20)
e. If the remotely located individual fails the first attempt, the individual may retake the quiz one (1) time within twenty-four (24) hours;
f. During a retake of the quiz, a minimum of forty percent (40%) of the prior questions must be replaced; (3-20-20)

g. If the remotely located individual fails the second attempt, the individual is not allowed to retry with the same notary public within twenty-four (24) hours of the second failed attempt; and (3-20-20)

h. The notary public must not be able to see or record the questions or answers. (3-20-20)

014. OTHER METHODS OF IDENTITY PROOFING.
A notary public has satisfactory evidence of the identity of a remotely located individual if the notary public has personal knowledge of the identity of the individual or if the notary public has satisfactory evidence of the identity of the individual by oath or affirmation of a credible witness appearing before the notary as provided in Section 51-107, Idaho Code. A credible witness may be a remotely located individual if the notary public, credible witness, and individual whose statement or signature is the subject of the notarial act can communicate by using communication technology. A remotely located credible witness must meet the same requirements for identity proofing found in Section 013 of this chapter, or the notary public must have personal knowledge of the identity of the remotely located credible witness. (3-20-20)

015. COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGY.

01. Audio-Video Feeds. Communication technology shall: (3-20-20)

a. Provide for synchronous audio-video feeds of sufficient video resolution and audio clarity to enable the notary public and remotely located individual to see and speak with each other; and (3-20-20)

b. Provide a means for the notary public reasonably to confirm that a record before the notary public is the same record in which the remotely located individual made a statement or on which the remotely located individual executed a signature. (3-20-20)

02. Security Measures. Communication technology shall provide reasonable security measures to prevent unauthorized access to the live transmission of the audio-visual feeds, the methods used to perform the identity proofing process under Sections 013 or 014 of this chapter, and the electronic record that is the subject of the notarial act. (3-20-20)

03. Workflow. If a remotely located individual must exit the workflow, the remotely located individual must restart the identity proofing process under Sections 013 or 014 of this chapter from the beginning. (3-20-20)

016. RECORD RETENTION AND REPOSITORIES.

01. Optional Journal. A notary public may maintain one or more journals in which the notary public chronicles all notarial acts that the notary public performs with respect to remotely located individuals. A journal may be created on a tangible medium or in an electronic format using an industry-standard data file format. If the journal is maintained on a tangible medium, it must be a permanent, bound register with numbered pages. An entry in a journal must be made contemporaneously with the performance of the notarial act. (3-20-20)

02. Retention Requirements. A notary public shall retain an audio-visual recording required under Section 51-114A, Idaho Code, in a computer or other electronic storage device that protects the audio-visual recording against unauthorized access by password or cryptographic process. The recording must be created in an industry-standard audio-visual file format and not include images of any record in which a remotely located individual made a statement or on which the remotely located individual executed a signature. The recording must be retained for at least ten (10) years after the recording is made. On the death or adjudication of incompetency of a current or former notary public, the notary public's personal representative or guardian or any other person knowingly in possession of a recording shall: (3-20-20)

a. Comply with the retention requirements of this subsection; (3-20-20)
b. Transmit the recording to one or more repositories under Subsection 016.03 of this chapter; or (3-20-20)

c. Transmit the recording in an industry-standard readable data storage device to the Secretary of State. (3-20-20)

03. Repositories. A notary public, a guardian, conservator, or agent of a notary public, or a personal representative of a deceased notary public may, by written contract, engage a third person to act as a repository to provide the storage required by Subsection 016.02 of this chapter. A third person under contract under this Subsection shall be deemed a repository under Section 51-114A, Idaho Code. The contract shall:

a. Enable the notary public, the guardian, conservator, or agent of the notary public, or the personal representative of the deceased notary public to comply with the retention requirements of Subsection 016.02 of this chapter even if the contract is terminated; or (3-20-20)

b. Provide that the information will be transferred to the notary public, the guardian, conservator, or agent of the notary public, or the personal representative of the deceased notary public if the contract is terminated. (3-20-20)

017. FEES AND EXPENSES.
Third-­Person Expenses: Section 51-133, Idaho Code, shall not be construed to prevent a third person who provides technologies or storage capabilities to aid the notary public in the performance of a notarial act or in the fulfillment of duties under this chapter from separately charging and collecting any additional fee for the services provided. (3-20-20)

018. CERTIFICATE OF NOTARIAL ACT.
Additional Language for Use of Communication Technology: As per Section 51-114A, Idaho Code, a certificate for a notarial act for a remotely located individual, whether in standard or short form, will include additional language to indicate that the notarial act was performed using communication technology and will be sufficient if it is substantially as follows: “This notarial act involved the use of communication technology.” (3-20-20)

019. -- 999. (RESERVED)
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